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Commentary

C O N T R I B U T I O N S

How to Manage Data

Badly  (Part 2)

Preamble. Although managing
data badly is difficult, given new de-
velopments in hardware and software
and many sound recommendations
for how to manage ecological data
(ESA 1995, NRC 1995), it is still be-
ing done. In the spirit of Howard
Wainer’s (1984) article in The Ameri-
can Statistician on “How to Display
Data Badly,” Part 1 of this essay gave
10 rules for those database managers
and administrators who are deter-
mined to manage their data badly.
Part 2 gives some tips for scientists
with the same objective.

Techniques for scientists

Rule 11. Hoard your data
The best technique for scientists

to use in mismanaging data is simply
to hoard the data. One fringe benefit
of hoarding is that it eliminates the need
to write those annoying metadata files
that are apparently so useful to people
trying to steal your results. The argu-
ment that citizens have a right to data
that were collected using the citizens’
money, sounds like a Utopia where
the citizens might be smart enough to
interpret the data correctly. Untold
damage can result when people who
cannot conceivably understand your
data analyze them on their own and
draw their own conclusions. Resolute

data hoarders can carry their data to
the grave. According to a report by
the Ecological Society of America
(ESA 1995), there are “. . . numerous
incidences of researchers ending their
careers without the resources to make
provision for the curation and mainte-
nance of their long-term data sets.”
Data sharing in many collaborative
efforts is inhibited by “. . . unclear re-
sponsibilities, conflicting goals, mis-
understandings, and outright rival-
ries” (NRC 1995).

Rule 12. It is better to get than to
manage

Do not be misled by those who
have tried to encourage slovenliness
in scientists by proposing that they be
rewarded for publishing high-quality
data sets in the same way they are re-
warded for publishing scientific pa-
pers. This could lead to the specter of
a publishing person perishing. Do not
waste time managing data that have
already been used in a journal article.
Axiom: It is always better to collect
new data than to spend time manag-
ing existing data.

Corollary: Get into the field to
collect new data before thinking
about how those new data will be
managed. After-the-fact databases
create the same healthy tension as af-
ter-the-fact experimental designs.

Rule 13. Avoid tedium
How can you counter the tired

cliché that because data are expensive

to collect they are therefore worth
saving? Simple: make them not worth
saving. These next rules show two
paths to follow, both of which allow
you to avoid tedious work: (1) Do not
verify the accuracy of your data; and
(2) avoid writing metadata (informa-
tion about data); instead, let the as-
sumptions, processing steps, and
quality of the data remain a mystery
to future users.

Amusing things can result when
data are not quality assured. For ex-
ample, who would suspect that a field
researcher could make the simple
error of swapping latitude with longi-
tude? Let those GIS people (Rule 8)
try to lie about why they plotted a sta-
tion from the east coast of the U. S.
on the Greenland ice cap! Nothing is
more effective in driving away us-
ers than an error-ridden database.
Celko (1994) reminds us of opportu-
nities to corrupt good data in the ar-
ticle “When good data goes [sic, but
nice illustration of Rule 6] bad.” Bad
data are so powerful they can make
the most elegant database system use-
less.

The only flawless database is one
that has never been used for data
analyses. Inspiration for analyses of
bad data may be gained from the
work of Huff (1954), who gave help-
ful advice in his book How to Lie
with Statistics. But remember that
although statisticians may be willing
to belong to “. . . that group of people
whose aim in life is to be wrong 5%
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of the time” (Kempthorne and Doerfler
1969), people responsible for data
can rarely afford to be this careless.

Rule 14. Avoid boredom
Although metadata are essential

for sharing the data needed to under-
stand and deal with the multidisci-
plinary complexities of natural sys-
tems (Michener 1998, Vogel 1998),
they are boring to prepare. Just be-
cause database management software
is fastidious about keeping track of
everything it ever did, does not mean
that people have to be so inclined.
Perhaps you can pick an excuse from
Vogel’s (1998) account of “Why sci-
entists don’t write metadata” when
submitting to the Global Change Mas-
ter Directory. Omitting key metadata
can be a foolproof way of rendering a
data set useless, as shown by one
study of benthic invertebrate commu-
nities, where the authors neglected to
state what size of sieve was used.
Codes in the data set that are not de-
fined in the metadata can be really
annoying to users. Another study,
conducted by a group of “partners”
measuring estuarine health, adopted
the popular “Little Red Hen Syn-
drome,” in which everyone wanted to
analyze the data and write papers, but
no one wanted to document the data.
This study had to hire a metadata so-
cial worker to get the job done.

Rule 15. Integrity in integration
Apples and oranges can be mixed

if they are first converted to juice.
Database managers sometimes do this
by squeezing all sorts of data into
generic database models. As Katha
Upanishad says, quoted in Martin
(1976), “Who sees the variety and not
the unity, wanders on from death to
death.” (This sounds like some data
systems we know.) Scientists can
benefit from this technique when they
integrate data from different sources
of mixed methods and unknown qual-
ity. If they avoid writing metadata
(Rule 14), who will know the differ-
ence? Rotten apples and oranges can
be integrated in a compost pile; rotten
garbage in, fertile compost out. Fur-
ther, we can frustrate the practitioners
of the statistical art of meta-analysis

when they try to rip out of our re-
search articles the vital organs of
sample size, mean, and variance. Ap-
parently, we are already doing a good
job at keeping these things out of our
papers (Gurevitch and Hedges 1993).

You can use a database to inte-
grate data that are too different to be
integrated by any other means. This
lets you solve an experimental design
problem (such as different sampling
methods) with a technical solution, as
exemplified by one national study of
fish pathologies. In another case, a re-
port on watersheds made heavy use of
Rule 13 (avoid quality assurance) to
integrate data from widely different
sources, and tried to make it palatable
by use of Rule 8 (show the data on
GIS maps). What they might have
done is to include another GIS map
showing the spatial distribution of
data density and sample variance.

Rule 16. There is not much to learn
about managing data

Spreadsheet software is so won-
derfully versatile that you can use it
for everything. A spreadsheet is the
perfect tool to use for storing data.
You can enter data without being
slowed down by meddlesome error-
checking routines; within a single col-
umn, you can mix units or methods or
data formats and enter text into nu-
meric fields; you can calculate new
columns from existing columns and
easily increase the number of signifi-
cant digits with the push of a button;
or you can add extensive footnotes to
individual cells so that no cell can be
interpreted in the same way as other
cells in the column.

Given the power of spreadsheets,
why invest in data managers and their
arcane software? Samuel Johnson, in
his 1755 preface to the Dictionary of
the English Language, described the
proper attitude toward data managers
(lexicographers) as people “. . . whom
mankind have considered, not as the
pupil, but the slave of science,
doomed only to remove rubbish and
clear obstructions from the paths,
through which Learning and Genius
press forward to conquest and glory,
without bestowing a smile on the
humble drudge that facilitates their

progress.” An NRC (1995) commit-
tee concluded that “. . . there is a criti-
cal need to educate scientists about
data management principles and to
foster improved working relation-
ships between scientists and informa-
tion management professionals.”

Conclusions: reaping what you

have sown

Research projects that can bring
database managers, scientists, and ad-
ministrators together and apply sev-
eral of the above techniques simulta-
neously will enjoy widespread recog-
nition. The National Research Coun-
cil (NRC 1995) reviewed the data
management practices of six environ-
mental research programs and con-
densed their findings into 18 recom-
mendations and “Ten keys to suc-
cess.” The latter included such homi-
lies as “Be practical,” “Use appropri-
ate information technology,” and
“Account for human behavior and
motivation.” Of course, as we all
know from Martin’s (1976) work al-
most 20 years earlier, few people
would ever actually follow such ad-
vice. Alas, these are in effect “Ten
keys to failure, or why nobody ever
learns anything from lessons-learned
reports.” Recognition can also be
earned from the popular media. One
method (failure to share data effec-
tively) was implicated in the very
newsworthy nuclear accident at Three
Mile Island (Gordon 1997). Although
most groups cannot hope to achieve
such spectacular results, assiduous
application of the 16 rules in this pa-
per will be sure to lead to some form
of debased data.

In fairness to Wainer (1984) and
his bad graphics, we must admit that
data that survive being badly man-
aged can then be badly displayed,
thereby achieving the best from both
worlds. Or, if displayed cleverly, the
wretched data can be offered the com-
fort of appearing believable. We have
seen that many organizations are al-
ready making wide use of the 16
rules (and others) to diminish the
quality and usefulness of their data.
Well done! However, we must never
let down our guard against the many
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research groups who knowingly vio-
late these principles. New develop-
ments keep creeping in, making it in-
creasingly difficult to claim that tech-
nology limits good data management.
And just when you thought you had
buried some data for good, along
come “data rescue” missions to pull
out the corpses and reincarnate them
into new databases. We must be
strong, ignore those National Re-
search Council recommendations, and
keep those horror stories coming!

Epilogue

Although this essay is written in
an ironic style, the topic is serious
and deserves more attention from ad-
ministrators, scientists, and database
managers, working together. The im-
portance of managing data well in-
creases as the volume and types of
data increase and as more information
is needed to manage natural resources
in an increasingly complex society.
Understanding the interactions be-
tween humans and the environment
requires good-quality long-term data
collected at different spatial scales
from many scientific disciplines (ESA
1995). Because no single group can
collect all the data needed for the nec-
essary analyses and models, we must
learn to share data effectively.

The 16 rules given here illustrate
only a few of the areas where many
of us go wrong, but they point to
techniques we could use to do a better
job. Three basic things are needed.
(1) Place good quality data sets where
they can be obtained. (2) Make en-
tries in data directories so data sets
can be found. (3) Write metadata files
so data sets can be understood. Of
course, much more can be done and is
often appropriate, but the data system
must be sustainable. Administrators
and scientists need to make long-term
commitments to manage data well, to
invest adequate equipment and people,
and to better understand data manage-
ment. Data management people need
to understand the science behind the
data, to listen to what the administra-
tors and scientists need, to use com-
mon standards (and common sense),
and to build data systems at the ap-

propriate scale. All three groups
would benefit from careful study of
the recommendations in the NRC
(1995) and ESA (1995) reports.

Too many science data sets col-
lected 20 years ago, back in the time
of James Martin’s book, are not as
useful to us today as they could be
because the three basic things listed
above were not consistently done
well. Even today, too many data sets
being created are less than what they
could be because those three things
are not consistently done well. Will
there be a need for a future James
Martin or NRC committee to remind
us again, 20 years hence?
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